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INTRODUCTION

DISCUSSION

Fish, plants, and other organisms depend on temperature, salinity, pH, and other factors being relatively constant
in order for them to survive. Ocean acidification (OA) is the process by which sea water absorbs atmospheric
carbon dioxide (CO2)4. As the concentration of CO2 in seawater increases, it causes the pH and the carbonate
(CO3-) ion concentration within the seawater to decrease4. This lowered pH can make it impossible for certain
species to survive, which in turn can have catastrophic effects on the whole ecosystem5. Thus, it is important to
monitor OA and determine its sources, as well as determine how to lessen or prevent it.
In Tampa Bay, there is a lessened effect of OA due to the seagrass that lives there. This seagrass acts as a
buffer5. Another quality Tampa Bay possesses is that characteristically contains high concentrations of dissolved
organic carbon (DOC), due to it being an estuary.
OA is monitored through the measurement of dissolved inorganic carbon, pCO2, pH, and total alkalinity (TA). The
OA monitoring process in Tampa Bay has shown that the measured TA is significantly higher than the calculated
TA. This has led to the suggestion that organic alkalinity resulting from DOC significantly impacts total alkalinity.
Results from these analyses seek to: uncover the effects of organic alkalinity on total alkalinity, characterize DOC
found in samples and determine their effect on TA data, and eventually aid in the development of cost-effective
ways of determining concentrations of organic alkalinity in estuarine systems.
Here, we compare dissolved organic matter (DOM) isolated from three water samples of varying alkalinity, and
report the compositional changes identified by ultrahigh resolution Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance
Mass Spectrometry at 9.4 tesla (FT-ICR MS at 9.4 T). This project is an ongoing user collaboration between the
University of Tampa and the Ion Cyclotron Resonance user facility.
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Figure 3: Negative-ion electrospray ionization (ESI) FT-ICR mass spectra at 9.4 tesla for DOM isolated from
OCSv2 at 930 am and 430 pm compared to Upper Tampa Bay DOM. All three samples highlight the need for
ultrahigh resolving power, as more than ~30,000 unique elemental compostions were assigned for each
sample that correspond to mass spectral peaks with signal magnitude greater than six times the baseline
noise level.

Figure 3: From left to right, these double bond equivalence (DBE) plotted versus carbon number diagrams
represent the Ox class of the OCSv2 at 0930, the OCSv2 at 1630, and Upper Tampa Bay samples. DBE a
way of quantifying the amount of rings or pi bonds in a molecule and is represented by the equation: DBE = C(H/2)+(N/2) +1.The highest concentration of data for all samples is around carbon number 20 with at DBE of
about 7, indicating that there are 7 rings or pi bonds in a molecular formula containing 20 carbons.
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Three water samples were collected from Tampa Bay for subsequent isolation of DOM and molecular-level
characterization. Two of these samples were collected from the Ocean Carbon System v2 (OCSv2) – a
permanent OA monitoring station ran by Kim Yates, USGS – and the other was collected from Old Tampa Bay
(Image 1). The two collected from the OCSv2 represent lower, middle Tampa Bay in the morning and the
evening. The Old Tampa Bay sample represents the upper bay. Previous studies have shown that in this area,
TA is influenced by organic alkalinity stemming from the mangrove lined coast.
Figure 1: Sample Location
Samples 1 and 2 were collected from the OCSv2
site at 0930 and 1630, respectively, on April 24,
2018. The water in these samples is well-mixed
but is influenced by outgoing tides and incoming
tides from the Gulf of Mexico. Sample 3 was
collected from the Old Tampa Bay site on April
24, 2018.
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Figure 2: Solid phase extraction of DOM.
DOM in methanol was collected and the
seawater was discarded. On the far left is the
Old Tampa Bay sample prior to SPE. Vials from
SPE correspond to samples as follows: 1-OCS
V2 DOM 09:30, 2-OCS V2 DOM 16:30, 3-Old
Tampa Bay.

All samples were ionized using Negative Electrospray Ionization (-ESI). Because samples were both acidified
and oxygen dense, negative electrospray ionization was selected because it better targets acidic oxygen2.
Additionally, -ESI can aid in characterizing nitrogen and sulfur rich compounds3. These samples were then
analyzed using Fourier Transformation Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICRMS), which is the
only method with the resolving power to analyze such complex samples. Elemental compositions were
assigned with PetroOrg© and subsequently visualized into heteroatom class distributions to qualitatively
compare compositional changes, and plotted as Van Krevelen Diagrams and plots of DBE verus carbon number.

CONCLUSIONS
• In comparing the Old Tampa Bay van Krevelen diagram with the other two, there are fewer compounds
characterized as cellulose, lignin, and protein. This is indicative of a lowered concentration of organic
alkalinity. Therefore, it is unlikely that the organic alkalinity resulting from the mangrove coastline is what is
causing the discrepancy between the measured and calculated total alkalinity of the Tampa Bay.
• Thus, based on the results in this study, there is likely little to no relationship between the organic alkalinity
and total alkalinity in this area.
• Future work could include characterizing the water from the Atlantic Ocean to determine if a component on
that end is influencing the total alkalinity data.

One liter of each sample was collected and filtered using a peristaltic pump. This filtration was performed to
remove bacteria and other organisms that could potentially influence the DOC concentration prior to analysis.
Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) was performed utilizing the methods detailed in Thorsten et al. (2008). The
sorbent used was PPL – a styrene divinyl benzene polymer with a pore size of 150 angstrom – because it is
most suited to extract DOM from large volumes of seawater1. This yielded the dissolved organic matter (DOM) in
methanol (Figure 2).

Figure 4: Heteroatom class distribution derived from negative-ion electrospray ionization (ESI) FT-ICR mass
spectrometry of three DOM samples. Across all samples, the most abundant compounds correspond to Ox
classes, with a distinct similarity across all three samples. This is expected, and further qualitative comparison
will require additional sampling points.
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